Document 1
Rosoff, Philip M
I'll be a monkey's uncle: a moral challenge to human genetic enhancement research.
Abstract: The potential for genetic engineering of enhancements to complex human traits has been the subject of vigorous debate for a number of years. Most of the discussion has centered on the possible moral consequences of pursuing enhancements, especially those that might affect complex behaviours and components of personality. Little has been written on the actual process of implementing this technology. This paper presents a 'thought experiment' about the likely form of final preclinical testing for a technology to enhance intelligence as a prototypical multiplex trait. The significance and the potential dangers of implementing enhancements in humans, especially to highly valued traits such as intelligence, would mandate a thorough programme of testing in animals, including non-human primates such as chimpanzees. The implications this would have for researchers, society and, most importantly, the animals themselves are discussed, and the paper concludes with a suggestion for a morally justifiable approach to resolve the tragic question of what to do with research animals who have a cognitive capacity that is close to that of humans.

Document 2
Tiplady, Catherine; Lloyd, Shan; Morton, John
Veterinary science student preferences for the source of dog cadavers used in anatomy teaching.
Alternatives to laboratory animals : ATLA 2011 Oct; 39(5): 461-9
Abstract: Live animals and cadavers are integral to veterinary education. In the year of this survey (2008), and in at least the five preceding years, cadavers obtained by euthanasia of healthy pound dogs and ex-racing greyhounds were dissected by students, during their veterinary anatomy classes at the University of Queensland School of Veterinary Science. Students may have ethical concerns about this. An alternative approach was to use donated dog cadavers. These are owned pet dogs that have died of natural causes or have been euthanised for medical reasons, and have been donated by their owners for the purposes of veterinary education. Veterinary students at the School were surveyed in 2008, in order to determine their preferences for cadaver source. Data from 406 questionnaires were analysed. Third-year and fifth-year veterinary students were more likely than first-year students to prefer pound-dog/greyhound cadavers over donated cadavers for anatomy dissection (p < 0.001). Between 32% and 45% of the students had no preference for either source of cadaver. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that veterinary students become more accepting of the euthanasia of unwanted healthy animals for education as they progress through the veterinary programme, in contexts such as the current study. This could occur due to increased acceptance of the euthanasia of healthy animals generally, a decline in moral development, desensitisation, and/or the belief that healthy animal cadavers offer a superior learning experience.

Document 3
Ban chimp testing. Why it is time to end invasive biomedical research on chimpanzees.
Document 4
Ringach, Dario L
The use of nonhuman animals in biomedical research.
Abstract: Opposition to the use of animals in biomedical research rests on diverse scientific and ethical arguments. Here I offer a response to key objections and argue that the responsible use of animals in biomedical research with the goal of advancing medical knowledge, science and human health, is scientifically and morally justified. My views are unlikely to be shared uniformly across the scientific community. Thus, I hope this personal perspective persuades other scientists, public health officials, scientific organizations and our academic leadership to join the debate and invites opponents of animal research to create an atmosphere where civil discourse can take place, free of threats and intimidation. The public deserves an open and honest debate on this important topic.

Document 5
Sade, Robert M
From laboratory to bedside: ethical, legal and social issues in translational research.
The American journal of the medical sciences 2011 Oct; 342(4): 265-6

Document 6
Nobis, Nathan
The harmful, nontherapeutic use of animals in research is morally wrong.
The American journal of the medical sciences 2011 Oct; 342(4): 297-304
Abstract: It is argued that using animals in research is morally wrong when the research is nontherapeutic and harmful to the animals. This article discusses methods of moral reasoning and discusses how arguments on this and other bioethical issues might be defended and critiqued. A basic method of moral argument analysis is presented and used to show that common objections to the view that "animal research is morally wrong" fail: ie, common arguments for the view that "animal research is morally permissible" are demonstrably unsound or in need of defense. It is argued that the best explanations why harmful, nontherapeutic research on human beings is wrong, ie, what it is about humans that makes such experimentation wrong, apply to many animals as well. Thus, harmful and nontherapeutic animal experimentation is wrong for reasons similar to the reasons that harmful and nontherapeutic human experimentation is wrong.

Document 7
Greek, Ray
Patients are not rodents writ large.
The American journal of the medical sciences 2011 Oct; 342(4): 345
**Document 8**
Walker, Rebecca L; King, Nancy M P

**Biodefense research and the U.S. regulatory structure: whither nonhuman primate moral standing?**
Kennedy Institute of Ethics journal 2011 Sep; 21(3): 277-310

**Abstract:** Biodefense and emerging infectious disease animal research aims to avoid or ameliorate human disease and suffering arising from the natural outbreak or intentional deployment of some of the world's most dreaded pathogens. Research to develop medical countermeasures to these diseases faces a difficult challenge since the products usually cannot be tested for efficacy in human beings. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration's Animal Rule may be increasingly used to overcome this challenge by allowing researchers to translate animal data into medical countermeasures without human subject efficacy testing. Yet the Animal Rule also has significant implications for increased intensive nonhuman primate research. We argue that despite the common belief that nonhuman primates have a fairly high level of moral standing and the protections for animals that are crucial to the U.S. regulations guiding animal research, the Animal Rule specifically and the regulations generally raise serious problems for the attribution of moral standing to nonhuman primates. We argue, however, that the burden of proof is on a position denying all moral standing to nonhuman primates and compare the implications of the U.S. regulatory structure in this regard with some recent developments in the European Union.
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**Document 9**
van Foreest, Andries; Minderhoud, Ko

[Rien Dobbelaar: from central animal laboratories to animal welfare]. = Rien Dobbelaar: van centraal dierenlaboratorium naar welzijn.
Tijdschrift voor diergeneeskunde 2011 Sep; 136(9): 666-7
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**Document 10**
Sanal, Madhusudana Girija

**Future of liver transplantation: non-human primates for patient-specific organs from induced pluripotent stem cells.**

**Abstract:** Strategies to fill the huge gap in supply versus demand of human organs include bioartificial organs, growing humanized organs in animals, cell therapy, and implantable bioengineered constructs. Reproducing the complex relations between different cell types, generation of adequate vasculature, and immunological complications are road blocks in generation of bioengineered organs, while immunological complications limit the use of humanized organs produced in animals. Recent developments in induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) biology offer a possibility of generating human, patient-specific organs in non-human primates (NHP) using patient-derived iPSC and NHP-derived iPSC lacking the critical developmental genes for the organ of interest complementing a NHP tetraploid embryo. The organ derived in this way will have the same human leukocyte antigen (HLA) profile as the patient. This approach can be curative in genetic disorders as this offers the possibility of gene manipulation and correction of the patient's genome at the iPSC stage before tetraploid complementation. The process of generation of patient-specific organs such as the liver in this way has the great advantage of making use of the natural signaling cascades in the natural milieu probably resulting in organs of great quality for transplantation. However, the inexorable scientific developments in this direction involve several social issues and hence we need to educate and prepare society in advance to accept the revolutionary consequences, good, bad and ugly.
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**Document 11**
Bell, Jerold S
Researcher responsibilities and genetic counseling for pure-bred dog populations.

Abstract: Breeders of dogs have ethical responsibilities regarding the testing and management of genetic disease. Molecular genetics researchers have their own responsibilities, highlighted in this article. Laboratories offering commercial genetic testing should have proper sample identification and quality control, official test result certificates, clear explanations of test results and reasonably priced testing fees. Providing test results to a publicly-accessible genetic health registry allows breeders and the public to search for health-tested parents to reduce the risk of producing or purchasing affected offspring. Counseling on the testing and elimination of defective genes must consider the effects of genetic selection on the population. Recommendations to breed quality carriers to normal-testing dogs and replacing them with quality normal-testing offspring will help to preserve breeding lines and breed genetic diversity.
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Andreasen, Jens O; Andersson, Lars
Critical considerations when planning experimental in vivo studies in dental traumatology.
Dental traumatology : official publication of International Association for Dental Traumatology 2011 Aug; 27(4): 275-80

Abstract: In vivo studies are sometimes needed to understand healing processes after trauma. For several reasons, not the least ethical, such studies have to be carefully planned and important considerations have to be taken into account about suitability of the experimental model, sample size and optimizing the accuracy of the analysis. Several manuscripts of in vivo studies are submitted for publication to Dental Traumatology and rejected because of inadequate design, methodology or insufficient documentation of the results. The authors have substantial experience in experimental in vivo studies of tissue healing in dental traumatology and share their knowledge regarding critical considerations when planning experimental in vivo studies.
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Watts, Geoff
Report backs research on non-human primates but demands closer scrutiny.
BMJ (Clinical research ed.) 2011 July 28; 343: d4858
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Limb, Matthew
Some experiments involving animals require greater scrutiny, say scientists.
BMJ (Clinical research ed.) 2011 July 25; 343: d4730
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Animals in research: "can they suffer?".
Lancet 2011 Jul 23; 378(9788): 289
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Document 16
Rowan, Andrew; Conlee, Kathleen; Bettauer, Raija
End invasive chimp research now.
Nature 2011 July 20; 475(7356): 296
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Document 17
Fitts, Douglas A
Ethics and animal numbers: informal analyses, uncertain sample sizes, inefficient replications, and type I errors.
Abstract: To obtain approval for the use vertebrate animals in research, an investigator must assure an ethics committee that the proposed number of animals is the minimum necessary to achieve a scientific goal. How does an investigator make that assurance? A power analysis is most accurate when the outcome is known before the study, which it rarely is. A 'pilot study' is appropriate only when the number of animals used is a tiny fraction of the numbers that will be invested in the main study because the data for the pilot animals cannot legitimately be used again in the main study without increasing the rate of type I errors (false discovery). Traditional significance testing requires the investigator to determine the final sample size before any data are collected and then to delay analysis of any of the data until all of the data are final. An investigator often learns at that point either that the sample size was larger than necessary or too small to achieve significance. Subjects cannot be added at this point in the study without increasing type I errors. In addition, journal reviewers may require more replications in quantitative studies than are truly necessary. Sequential stopping rules used with traditional significance tests allow incremental accumulation of data on a biomedical research problem so that significance, replicability, and use of a minimal number of animals can be assured without increasing type I errors.
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Document 18
Balls, Michael
Animal experiments and alternatives: matters of belief and trust.
Alternatives to laboratory animals : ATLA 2011 Jul; 39(3): 201-2
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Document 19
Loukianov, Anatoly S
Is a compromise possible in Russia between animal advocates and researchers who use animals in harmful experiments?
Alternatives to laboratory animals : ATLA 2011 Jul; 39(3): 227-31
Abstract: The current situation relating to the use of laboratory animals in Russia, which is primarily characterised by the complete absence of legislation for their protection, is examined and discussed. This lack of regulation causes well-founded protests by animal protection organisations and a number of reputable politicians. It also has a negative influence on the quality of medical and biological research results that are obtained through the use of experimental animals in Russia. The opinion is expressed that the Russian scientific community should be able to build upon the experience of other countries - in particular, members of the European Union, where there is an effective system of self-control over the ethical and legislative regulation of animal-based research. It is suggested that, in Russia, the basic animal protection principles of the Three Rs should be introduced, when the decision on whether to finance scientific projects involving the use of animals is being made.
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Document 20

'Doubling up' procedures in a protocol amendment.
Lab animal 2011 June 21; 40(7): 209
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Document 21

Hallman, Troy; Panchella, Lisa

'Doubling up' procedures in a protocol amendment. One size does not fit all.
Lab animal 2011 June 21; 40(7): 209-10
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Document 22

Correa-Murphy, Regina

'Doubling up' procedures in a protocol amendment. Flawed reasoning.
Lab animal 2011 June 21; 40(7): 210-1
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Document 23

Boehm, Christine; Jackson, Tanise

'Doubling up' procedures in a protocol amendment. Too many problems.
Lab animal 2011 June 21; 40(7): 210
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Document 24

Great ape debate.
Nature 2011 June 15; 474(7351): 252
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Document 25

Wadman, Meredith

Animal rights: Chimpanzee research on trial.
Nature 2011 June 15; 474(7351): 268-71
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Document 26

Nesdill, Daureen; Adams, Kristina M

Literature search strategies to comply with institutional animal care and use committee review requirements.

**Abstract:** Under the US Animal Welfare Act, principal investigators who propose to use animals in their research must demonstrate that they have considered alternatives to potentially painful or distressful procedures when submitting applications to Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUCs). IACUCs requires that applicants conduct a current literature search to determine if alternatives are available to substitute the proposed animal use and, if the proposed study involves pain or distress, that more humane procedures, as they are described in the literature, be considered. This paper suggests literature search strategies that can be considered for use in order to comply with this IACUC requirement.
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**Document 27**

Boddice, Rob

**Vivisecting Major: a Victorian gentleman scientist defends animal experimentation, 1876-1885.**

*Isis; an international review devoted to the history of science and its cultural influences* 2011 Jun; 102(2): 215-37

**Abstract:** Through an investigation of the public, professional, and private life of the Darwinian disciple George John Romanes, this essay seeks a better understanding of the scientific motivations for defending the practice of vivisection at the height of the controversy in late Victorian Britain. Setting aside a historiography that has tended to focus on the arguments of antivivisectionists, it reconstructs the viewpoint of the scientific community through an examination of Romanes's work to help orchestrate the defense of animal experimentation. By embedding his life in three complicatedly overlapping networks—the world of print, interpersonal communications among an increasingly professionalized body of scientific men, and the intimacies of private life—the essay uses Romanes as a lens with which to focus the physiological apprehension of the antivivisection movement. It is a story of reputation, self-interest, and affection.
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**Document 28**

Schofield, Jennifer Sullivan

**Animal-health pharmaceuticals: research responsibilities and efforts in target animal safety and laboratory animal welfare.**

*Future medicinal chemistry* 2011 May; 3(7): 851-4

**Abstract:** As researchers in animal health, we are charged with numerous responsibilities. Among the greatest of these are ensuring the safety and effectiveness of the products we develop and the appropriate use of animals in our research efforts. The following discussion focuses primarily on the demonstration of drug safety in the species for which the product is to be licensed or registered (target animal safety) in the USA, and on our role as stewards of animal welfare in laboratory research.
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**Document 29**

Hishikawa, Shuji

**[Surgical training system using experimental animals].**

*Nippon Geka Gakkai zasshi* 2011 May; 112(3): 193-8
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**Document 30**

Kilkenny, Carol; Browne, William; Cuthill, Innes C; Emerson, Michael; Altman, Douglas G

National Centre for the Replacement, Refinement and Reduction of Animals in Research

**Animal research: reporting in vivo experiments—the ARRIVE guidelines.**
Document 31

Gluck, John P

**Animal research: a personal lesson.**

Nature 2011 Mar 24; 471(7339): 449
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Document 32

Stephens, Martin

**Animal research: replacing the lab rat.**

Nature 2011 Mar 24; 471(7339): 449
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Document 33

Miller-Spiegel, Crystal

**Animal research: the peaceful approach.**

Nature 2011 Mar 24; 471(7339): 449
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Document 34

Silverman, Jerald

**Miscommunication involving 'standard care'.**

Lab animal 2011 Mar; 40(3): 65
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Document 35

Doss, Sonia

**Miscommunication involving 'standard care'. Response to protocol review scenario: revise protocol form.**

Lab animal 2011 Mar; 40(3): 65-6
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Document 36

Rozmiarek, Harry; Connolly, Denise C

**Miscommunication involving 'standard care'. Response to protocol review scenario: specify all medications.**

Lab animal 2011 Mar; 40(3): 66-7
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Document 37
Brown, Patricia
Lab animal 2011 Mar; 40(3): 66
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Document 38
Ekstrand, Alan; Lukas, Victor
Miscommunication involving 'standard care'. Response to protocol review scenario: describe in detail.
Lab animal 2011 Mar; 40(3): 67
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Document 39
Rukavina, Gene M
Promoting biomedical research.
Lab animal 2011 Mar; 40(3): 95
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Document 40
Borjesson, Dori L; Peroni, John F
The regenerative medicine laboratory: facilitating stem cell therapy for equine disease.
Clinics in laboratory medicine 2011 Mar; 31(1): 109-23
Abstract: This article focuses on the emerging field of equine regenerative medicine with an emphasis on the use of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) for orthopedic diseases. We detail laboratory procedures and protocols for tissue handling and MSC isolation, characterization, expansion, and cryopreservation from bone marrow, fat, and placental tissues. We provide an overview of current clinical uses for equine MSCs and how MSCs function to heal tissues. Current laboratory practices in equine regenerative medicine mirror those in the human field. However, the translational use of autologous and allogeneic MSCs for patient therapy far exceeds what is currently permitted in human medicine.
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Document 41
Vitale, Augusto
Primatology between feelings and science: a personal experience perspective.
Abstract: The aim of this article is to discuss some aspects of the relationship between feelings and primatological science, and how this relationship can influence this particular scientific practice. This point of view is based on the author's personal experience. A sentimental reason to study primatology in the first place will be discussed, and then the existence of a bond between the observer and the observed will be presented as a possible by-product of primatology. The following question is whether a sentimental attitude toward primates is detrimental for good science or is, alternatively, actually leading to better primatological science. As an example, the practice of naming individual monkeys is considered. It is argued that naming monkeys can help by characterizing individuality, and this is likely to improve planning of behavioural observations and welfare of captive individuals. The relationship between the
researcher and study subject in biomedical studies is discussed in terms of hierarchy of moral status. Finally, primatology is not unique in the existence of bonds between the observer and the observed, at least from the point of view of the observer. However, primatology is unique because, more than in other cases, it gives greater opportunity for reasoning about different factors surrounding "doing science with animals." This is most probably owing to the phylogenetic closeness primatologists have with their study subjects. Among the different factors involved in making science using animals, the sentimental bond developing between the researcher and study animal can be very influential.
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**Document 42**

Vitale, Augusto; Pollo, Simone

**Introduction to the special section: "the effects of bonds between human and nonhuman primates on primatological research and practice".**

American journal of primatology 2011 Mar; 73(3): 211-3

**Abstract:** This commentary introduces this special section on "the Effects of Bonds Between Human and Nonhuman Primates on Primatological Research and Practice." The aim is to explore the different causes and consequences of bonding experiences between observers and observed in different primatological contexts. In the first contribution, Vitale asks what are the possible consequences of such bonding in behavioral primatology. Examples of beneficial consequences of this kind of relationship come from studies on cognitive abilities of great apes. Furthermore, an empathic attitude with the experimental animals leads to better care and attention toward individual welfare needs. Coleman discusses the particular case of nonhuman primates housed in research laboratories. Care-giving practices are discussed in relation to scientific, ethical and emotional issues. Morimura et al. present the case of the first Japanese sanctuary for retiring chimpanzees from research where, in order to facilitate the social living of re-located chimpanzees, face-to-face interactions between caregivers and chimpanzees are essential. Asquith discusses the role of anthropomorphism, and proposes that this attitude can help to better understand the lives of primates, in more contextualized scenarios. In relation to this view, she emphasizes how the term "primate culture" accords with some definition of the term "human culture." Fuentes, in his article asks whether national, class and ethnic characteristics can influence bonding between human and nonhuman primates, and calls for focused quantitative studies. Finally, Rose calls for the application of the concept of biosynergy, explained as promoting the formation of healthy and sustainable bonding relationships among living creatures. One of the most important aspects emerging from these papers is the need to better understand whether the issue of bonding in primatological studies can be generalized to other areas of research such as conservation, behavior, captive care, or whether each of these disciplines needs to develop their own understanding of the effects of bonding in "producing science."
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**Document 43**

Cressey, Daniel

**Animal research: Battle scars.**

Nature 2011 Feb 24; 470(7335): 452-3
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**Document 44**

Aziz, Tipu; Stein, John; Yogeshwar, Ranga

**Animal testing: TV or not TV?**

Nature 2011 Feb 24; 470(7335): 457-9
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Document 45
Shen, Pei-Qing; Zheng, Hong; Liu, Ru-Wen; Chen, Li-Ling; Li, Bo; He, Bao-Li; Li, Jin-Tao; Ben, Kun-Long; Cao, Xiao-Mei; Jiao, Jian-Lin

[Progress and prospect in research on laboratory tree shrew in China].
Dong wu xue yan jiu = Zoological research / "Dong wu xue yan jiu" bian ji wei yuan bian ji 2011 Feb; 32(1): 109-14

Abstract: We outline the historical research on the laboratory tree shrew in China and discuss its current research trends. Five key aspects of applied research are emphasized in this review, including quality control standards for laboratory tree shrews, the establishment of an inbred colony, commercial preparation of major molecular and cellular research tools, further research on tree shrew models for human diseases, and the establishment of the tree shrew seed institution at state level.
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Document 46
Metcalfe, J D; Craig, J F

Ethical justification for the use and treatment of fishes in research: an update.
Journal of fish biology 2011 Feb; 78(2): 393-4
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Document 47
Periasamy, Srinivasan; Chen, Shin Yi; Liu, Ming-Yie

Experimental and molecular pathology 2011 Feb; 90(1): 84
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Document 48
Freire, Rafael

Ethical advantages of using domestic bird species for magnetic orientation research.

Abstract: Identifying the mechanism in birds that controls magnetic orientation behavior is proving elusive and is currently attracting a plethora of research activity. Much of this research involves wild birds that are caught in nets, tested and released. Ethical concerns regarding these experiments are likely to encompass the welfare of animals, their "rights" and conservation issues. Recently, Pekin ducks derived from migratory ancestors have been shown to possess a magnetic compass in a simple conditioning procedure. The use of domestic bird species provides a refinement in the ethics of animal experimentation since these birds are not caught in nets, are less fearful of humans and their use does not raise conservation concerns. The study of magnetic orientation is a high profile and fascinating areas of animal behavior research and one in which behavioral scientists should be seen to actively embrace the principles of the 3R's.
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Document 49
Brønstad, Aurora; Berg, Anne-Grethe Trønsdal

The role of organizational culture in compliance with the principles of the 3Rs.
Lab animal 2011 Jan; 40(1): 22-6

Abstract: In order for their research to be legitimate, scientists carrying out research using animals must comply
with rules and regulations. The 3Rs (replacement, reduction and refinement) are one set of guidelines that help to promote the ethical use of animals for research. An important question is whether implementing the principles of the 3Rs in legal regulations, such as a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes, will increase compliance with the principles of the 3Rs in research organizations. Previous work suggests that organizational culture is just as important for directing behavior as are formalized rules and regulations. This article introduces the concepts of compliance and organizational culture and discusses their consequences on the implementation of the principles of the 3Rs.
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Document 50

Hooijmans, C; de Vries, R; Leenaars, M; Ritskes-Hoitinga, M

The Gold Standard Publication Checklist (GSPC) for improved design, reporting and scientific quality of animal studies GSPC versus ARRIVE guidelines.

Laboratory animals 2011 Jan; 45(1): 61
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Document 51

Ball, M C; Finnegan, L A; Nette, T; Broders, H G; Wilson, P J

Wildlife forensics: "supervised" assignment testing can complicate the association of suspect cases to source populations.


Abstract: Forensic science techniques are an important component of investigations for wildlife-related offences. In particular, DNA analyses can be used to characterize several attributes of biological evidence including sex, individual and species identification. Additionally, genetic assignment testing has enabled forensic biologists to identify the local population from which an individual may have originated. This technique has proved useful in situations where animals have been illegally harvested from areas/populations where hunting is prohibited. For this report, we used individual-based clustering (IBC), in the program Structure 2.2, under both "supervised" and "unsupervised" approaches to assess whether three suspected, illegally harvested moose originated from an endangered population. Atypical circumstances, with Nova Scotia having two moose sub-species in its jurisdiction, enabled strong IBC assignment testing results to determine the source population of the suspected samples. We found differences between the "unsupervised" and "supervised" modeling approaches to define genetic structure among the a priori characterized populations in our data set. Our findings illustrate the fact that individual clustering assignment tests can assist wildlife forensic cases to identify the source population of illegally harvested animals. However, the accuracy of results are highly dependant on the model choice used to define genetic clusters, as well as on the availability of a thorough database of samples throughout the managed area to accurately identify all genetic populations. Further, it is clear from our analyses that political jurisdictions do not accurately reflect isolated populations and we recommend using unsupervised IBC modeling for biological accuracy.
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Document 52

Capaldo, Theodora and Bradshaw, G.A.

THE BIOETHICS OF GREAT APE WELL-BEING: PSYCHIATRIC INJURY AND DUTY OF CARE
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Document 53

Altevogt, Bruce M.; Pankevich, Diana E.; Shelton-Davenport, Marilee K.; and Kahn, Jeffrey P., eds.

National Research Council (U.S.). Committee on the Use of Chimpanzees in Biomedical and Behavioral Research
CHIMPANZEEs IN BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH: ASSESSING THE NECESSITY
Call number: R853_A53 C49 2011

* Document 54
Howard, Bryan; Nevalainen, Timo; and Perretta, Gemma, eds.
European Cooperation in the Field of Scientific and Technical Research (Organization)
THE COST MANUAL OF LABORATORY ANIMAL CARE AND USE: REFINEMENT, REDUCTION, AND RESEARCH
Call number: SF406_C67 2011

* Document 55
National Research Council (United States). Committee for the Update of the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals [and] Institute for Laboratory Animal Research (United States)
GUIDE FOR THE CARE AND USE OF LABORATORY ANIMALS
Call number: SF406_N367 2011

http://www.nap.edu (link may be outdated)

Document 56
Couto, Marcelo
Laboratory guidelines for animal care.
Abstract: Animal research is a controversial subject because of the ethical and moral implications of using unwilling research subjects in potentially painful or distressful procedures usually ending in euthanasia. As such, it must be conducted in a compassionate and responsible manner geared toward maximizing the animals' quality of life prior to and during experimentation. Because of its contentious nature, the conduct of animal research is highly regulated at the federal, state, city, and institutional levels. It is essential that researchers acquire a working knowledge of the procedures and regulations in order to protect themselves and their staff from occupational hazards as well as protect their labs from criticism or attack from animal rights organizations. Perhaps the best way to protect from the latter is to avoid inadvertent instances of noncompliance with their research protocol or applicable regulations. Regulatory noncompliance can also have serious negative consequences on investigators' research ranging from temporary suspension of their protocols to loss of funding or principal investigator status. To minimize such events, it is advised that researchers build positive and collaborative relationships, trust and rapport with key institutional players, such as the veterinary staff, the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC), and top administrators. Guidance is provided regarding the appropriate handling of regulatory noncompliances.
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Document 57
Animal instinct.
Nature 2010 Dec 9; 468(7325): 731-2
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Document 58
Abbott, Alison

**Basel Declaration defends animal research.**

Nature 2010 Dec 9; 468(7325): 742
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**Document 59**

[Animals Lebanon]

Tijdschrift Voor Diergeneeskunde 2010 December 1; 135(23): 908
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**Document 60**

Taylor, Katy

**Reporting the implementation of the Three Rs in European primate and mouse research papers: are we making progress?**

Alternatives to laboratory animals : ATLA 2010 Dec; 38(6): 495-517

**Abstract:** It is now more than 20 years since both Council of Europe Convention ETS123 and EU Directive 86/609/EEC were introduced, to promote the implementation of the Three Rs in animal experimentation and to provide guidance on animal housing and care. It might therefore be expected that reports of the implementation of the Three Rs in animal research papers would have increased during this period. In order to test this hypothesis, a literature survey of animal-based research was conducted. A randomly-selected sample from 16 high-profile medical journals, of original research papers arising from European institutions that featured experiments which involved either mice or primates, were identified for the years 1986 and 2006 (Total sample = 250 papers). Each paper was scored out of 10 for the incidence of reporting on the implementation of Three Rs-related factors corresponding to Replacement (justification of non-use of non-animal methods), Reduction (statistical analysis of the number of animals needed) and Refinement (housing aspects, i.e. increased cage size, social housing, enrichment of cage environment and food; and procedural aspects, i.e. the use of anaesthesia, analgesia, humane endpoints, and training for procedures with positive reinforcement). There was no significant increase in overall reporting score over time, for either mouse or primate research. By 2006, mouse research papers scored an average of 0 out of a possible 10, and primate research papers scored an average of 1.5. This review provides systematic evidence that animal research is still not properly reported, and supports the call within the scientific community for action to be taken by journals to update their policies.
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**Document 61**

Prescott, Mark J; Brown, Verity J; Flecknell, Paul A; Gaffan, David; Garrod, Kate; Lemon, Roger N; Parker, Andrew J; Ryder, Kathy; Schultz, Wolfram; Scott, Leah; Watson, Jayne; Whitfield, Lucy

**Refinement of the use of food and fluid control as motivational tools for macaques used in behavioural neuroscience research: report of a Working Group of the NC3Rs.**


**Abstract:** This report provides practical guidance on refinement of the use of food and fluid control as motivational tools for macaques used in behavioural neuroscience research. The guidance is based on consideration of the scientific literature and, where data are lacking, expert opinion and professional experience, including that of the members of a Working Group convened by the United Kingdom National Centre for the Replacement, Refinement and Reduction of Animals in Research (NC3Rs). The report should be useful to researchers, veterinarians and animal care staff responsible for the welfare of macaques used in food and fluid control protocols, as well as those involved with designing, performing and analysing studies that use these protocols. It should also assist regulatory authorities and members of local ethical review processes or institutional animal care and use committees concerned with evaluating such protocols. The report provides a framework for refinement that can be tailored to meet local requirements. It also identifies data gaps and areas for future research and sets out the Working Group's recommendations on contemporary best practice.
Document 62
Webster, John; Bollen, Peter; Grimm, Herwig; Jennings, Maggy; Steering Group of the RETHINK Project
Ethical implications of using the minipig in regulatory toxicology studies.
Journal of pharmacological and toxicological methods 2010 Nov-Dec; 62(3): 160-6
Abstract: Two key questions are addressed in this article. What are the potential harms to minipigs relative to the harms for dogs and non-human primates and can these harms be reduced more easily in minipigs than in other species? Are there potential benefits resulting from the use of minipigs relative to dogs and non-human primates? In considering the answers to these questions, we present an ethical framework which was developed taking into account the viewpoint of all concerned parties. This ethical matrix provides a framework upon which to identify and explore issues raised by the moral imperative to seek a fair compromise between the differing needs of different interest groups, which includes both the moral agents and the moral patients. The moral agents are the different groups of human stakeholders including society at large, regulatory bodies, industrialists and animal care staff. The moral patients are the laboratory animals, both breeding stock held by the animal supplier, and experimental animals in laboratories. In considering these animals it cannot be assumed that dogs, monkeys and minipigs differ with regard to the pain and suffering that they may experience and undergo when treated in studies designed for safety assessment. On this basis we rejected the argument that minipigs are more acceptable experimental animals than dogs or monkeys despite the fact that their use may prove less offensive to some groups within society at large. Species selection must be made on a case-by-case basis where the benefits are assessed by weighing the scientific evidence relating to the predictivity of the animal model, against the harm that may accrue to the animals both from the test procedures and their lifetime experience within the laboratory environment.

Document 63
Pohl, Alison D; Wallace, Ron G
Response to refusal to renew an expiring protocol: cruel to be kind.
Lab animal 2010 Nov; 39(11): 335-6

Document 64
Refusal to renew an expiring protocol.
Lab animal 2010 Nov; 39(11): 335

Document 65
Panarella, Matthew
Response to refusal to renew an expiring protocol: three strikes; PI's out!
Lab animal 2010 Nov; 39(11): 336
**Response to refusal to renew an expiring protocol: IACUC acted appropriately, but...**
Richerson, Joan T
Lab animal 2010 Nov; 39(11): 336-7

**Response to refusal to renew an expiring protocol: a word from OLAW.**
Brown, Patricia
Lab animal 2010 Nov; 39(11): 337

**Fate of 'retired' research chimps.**
Varki, Ajit
Nature 2010 Oct 28; 467(7319): 1047

**NIH submits plan to replace Class B dogs.**
Emerson, Michael
The Physiologist 2010 Oct; 53(5): 158

**Refinement, reduction and replacement approaches to in vivo cardiovascular research.**
Emerson, Michael
British journal of pharmacology 2010 Oct; 161(4): 749-54

**Abstract:** In this review, the justification and benefits of refinement, reduction and replacement (3Rs) approaches to cardiovascular research are examined using the field of platelet biology and arterial thrombosis as an example. Arterial thrombosis is a platelet-driven condition and platelets are regulated by autologous signals, but also by external factors such as the vascular endothelium. In vitro assays using isolated platelets therefore poorly reflect in vivo platelet function and human disease. As a consequence, animal models, including mouse models, are frequently used. In particular, models of thromboembolic mortality have been successfully employed to determine the role of the vascular endothelium in regulating platelet function and thrombosis in vivo. Such models raise both scientific and ethical concerns and have recently been refined permitting the use of fewer mice at a lower severity level. These refinements have been scientifically beneficial in permitting analysis of the development and progression of thrombotic diseases and in improving our understanding of the role of the vascular endothelium in regulating platelet function and thrombosis. For many, the ultimate goal in 3Rs-driven science is replacement of animal models with non-animal alternatives; this is exemplified, in the platelet field, by the development of in vitro flow systems. The development of 3Rs approaches to cardiovascular research is shown to have led to improved scientific models. Further characterization and use of these models will likely contribute to increased understanding of thrombotic disease processes and facilitate drug development in the cardiovascular field.
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Trauma training using the live tissue model.
The Journal of trauma 2010 Oct; 69(4): 999-1000
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Mice, men, and medicine.
British journal of anaesthesia 2010 Oct; 105(4): 396-400
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Is the use of sentient animals in basic research justifiable?
Philosophy, ethics, and humanities in medicine : PEHM 2010 September 8; 5: 14
Abstract: Animals can be used in many ways in science and scientific research. Given that society values sentient animals and that basic research is not goal oriented, the question is raised: "Is the use of sentient animals in basic research justifiable?" We explore this in the context of funding issues, outcomes from basic research, and the position of society as a whole on using sentient animals in research that is not goal oriented. We conclude that the use of sentient animals in basic research cannot be justified in light of society’s priorities.
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Why test animals to treat humans? On the validity of animal models.
Studies in history and philosophy of biological and biomedical sciences 2010 Sep; 41(3): 292-9
Abstract: Critics of animal modeling have advanced a variety of arguments against the validity of the practice. The point of one such form of argument is to establish that animal modeling is pointless and therefore immoral. In this article, critical arguments of this form are divided into three types, the pseudoscience argument, the disanalogy argument, and the predictive validity argument. I contend that none of these criticisms currently succeed, nor are they likely to. However, the connection between validity and morality is important, suggesting that critical efforts would be instructive if they addressed it in a more nuanced way.
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Poston, Ted M; Thrall, Karla D; Penner, Jocelyn D
IACUC evaluation and external scientific review. IACUC overstepping its bounds.
Lab animal 2010 Sep; 39(9): 260
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Document 77
Coors, Marilyn E; Glover, Jacqueline J; Juengst, Eric T; Sikela, James M
The ethics of using transgenic non-human primates to study what makes us human.
Nature reviews. Genetics 2010 Sep; 11(9): 658-62

Abstract: A flood of comparative genomic data is resulting in the identification of human lineage-specific (HLS) sequences. As apes are our closest evolutionary relatives, transgenic introduction of HLS sequences into these species has the greatest potential to produce 'humanized' phenotypes and also to illuminate the functions of these sequences. We argue that such transgenic apes would also be more likely than other species to experience harm from such research, which renders such studies ethically unacceptable in apes and justifies regulatory barriers between these species and other non-human primates for HLS transgenic research.
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Document 78
Ledford, Heidi
Harvard probe kept under wraps.
Nature 2010 Aug 19; 466(7309): 908-9
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Document 79
Paal, Peter; Braun, Patrick; Brugger, Hermann; Strappazzon, Giacomo; Falk, Markus
How the media and animal rights activists put avalanche burial study on ice.
BMJ (Clinical research ed.) 2010 July 14; 341: c3778
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Document 80
Slingsby, Louisa
Considerations for prospective studies in animal analgesia.
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Document 81
Danos, Olivier; Davies, Kay; Lehn, Pierre; Mulligan, Richard
The ARRIVE guidelines, a welcome improvement to standards for reporting animal research.
The journal of gene medicine 2010 Jul; 12(7): 559-60
Abstract: Here we introduce the ARRIVE (Animal Research: Reporting In Vivo Experiments) guidelines, produced by the National Centre for the Replacement, Refinement and Reduction of Animals in Research (NC3Rs), which are published in this issue of the journal with our endorsement, and will be incorporated into our Instructions to Authors.
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Document 82
Kilkenny, Carol; Browne, William; Cuthill, Innes C; Emerson, Michael; Altman, Douglas G; NC3Rs Reporting Guidelines Working Group
Animal research: reporting in vivo experiments: the ARRIVE guidelines.
The journal of gene medicine 2010 Jul; 12(7): 561-3
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Document 83
Hooijmans, Carlijn R; Tillema, Alice; Leenaars, Marlies; Ritskes-Hoitinga, Merel
Enhancing search efficiency by means of a search filter for finding all studies on animal experimentation in PubMed.
Laboratory animals 2010 Jul; 44(3): 170-5
Abstract: Collecting and analysing all available literature before starting an animal experiment is important and it is indispensable when writing a systematic review (SR) of animal research. Writing such review prevents unnecessary duplication of animal studies and thus unnecessary animal use (Reduction). One of the factors currently impeding the production of 'high-quality' SRs in laboratory animal science is the fact that searching for all available literature concerning animal experimentation is rather difficult. In order to diminish these difficulties, we developed a search filter for PubMed to detect all publications concerning animal studies. This filter was compared with the method most frequently used, the PubMed Limit: Animals, and validated further by performing two PubMed topic searches. Our filter performs much better than the PubMed limit: it retrieves, on average, 7% more records. Other important advantages of our filter are that it also finds the most recent records and that it is easy to use. All in all, by using our search filter in PubMed, all available literature concerning animal studies on a specific topic can easily be found and assessed, which will help in increasing the scientific quality and thereby the ethical validity of animal experiments.
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Document 84
Varga, Orsolya; Hansen, Axel Kornerup; Sandøe, Peter; Olsson, I Anna S
Improving transparency and ethical accountability in animal studies: three ways to link ethical approvals to publications.
EMBO reports 2010 Jul; 11(7): 500-3
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Document 85
Johnson, Jenelle; Crisler-Roberts, Robin; Hickman, Debra
Justifying multiple survival surgeries. Right decision; inadequate justification.
Lab animal 2010 Jul; 39(7): 201-2
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Silverman, Jerald
**Justifying multiple survival surgeries.**
Lab animal 2010 Jul ; 39(7): 201
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Document 87
Horne, Walter I
**Justifying multiple survival surgeries. Approval is appropriate.**
Lab animal 2010 Jul ; 39(7): 202-3
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Document 88
Panchella, Lisa; Hallman, Troy
**Justifying multiple survival surgeries. Balancing act.**
Lab animal 2010 Jul ; 39(7): 203
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Document 89
Zucker, Irving; Beery, Annaliese K.
**Males still dominate animal studies.**
Nature 2010 June 10; 465(7299): 690
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Document 90
Reznikov, A G
**[Bioethical aspects of experiments on the animals].**
Klinichna khirurhiia / Ministerstvo okhorony zdorov'ia Ukraïny, Naukove tovarystvo khirurhiv Ukraïny 2010 Jun(6): 8-13
**Abstract:** The principles of humane attitude toward laboratory animals, the main rules of defense and application of vertebral animals in scientific investigations, which are coordinated with European convention content, were presented. Recommendations for organization and activities of bioethics committees and commissions, which conduct the expert estimation of scientific investigations, using laboratory animals, were presented.
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**Statement of humane animal care.**
Document 92
Bell, James H; Scorpio, Diana
Revisiting approved protocols: IACUC should discuss.
Lab animal 2010 Jun; 39(6): 166-7
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Document 93
Brown, Patricia; Gipson, Chester
Revisiting approach protocols: a word from OLAW and USDA.
Lab animal 2010 Jun; 39(6): 167
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Revisiting approved protocols: IACUC should discuss.
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Revisiting approach protocols: a word from OLAW and USDA.
Lab animal 2010 Jun; 39(6): 167
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Document 96
Balls, Michael
Alternative methods: servants of two masters.
Alternatives to laboratory animals : ATLA 2010 Jun ; 38(3): 195-7
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Document 97
Varga, Orsolya E; Hansen, Axel K; Sandøe, Peter; Olsson, I Anna S
Validating animal models for preclinical research: a scientific and ethical discussion.
Alternatives to laboratory animals : ATLA 2010 Jun ; 38(3): 245-8
Abstract: The use of animals to model humans in biomedical research relies on the notion that basic processes are sufficiently similar across species to allow extrapolation. Animal model validity is discussed in terms of the similarity between the model and the human condition it is intended to model, but no formal validation of models is applied. There is a stark contrast here with the use of non-animal alternatives in toxicology and safety studies, for which an extensive validation is required. We discuss both the potential and the limitations of validating preclinical animal
models for proof-of-concept studies, by using an approach similar to that applied to alternative non-animal methods in toxicology and safety testing. A major challenge in devising a validation system for animal models is the lack of a clear gold standard with which to compare results. While a complete adoption of the validation approach for alternative methods is probably inappropriate for research animal models, key features, such as making data available for external validation and defining a strategy to run experiments in a way that permits meaningful retrospective analysis, remain highly relevant.
Rs, and to make systematic reviews more feasible.

Alternatives to laboratory animals: ATLA 2010 May; 38(2): 167-82

**Abstract:** Systematic reviews are generally regarded by professionals in the field of evidence-based medicine as the highest level of medical evidence, and they are already standard practice for clinical studies. However, they are not yet widely used nor undertaken in the field of animal experimentation, even though there is a lot to be gained from the process. Therefore, a gold standard publication checklist (GSPC) for animal studies is presented in this paper. The items on the checklist have been selected on the basis of a literature analysis and the resulting scientific evidence that these factors are decisive in determining the outcome of animal studies. In order to make future systematic reviews and meta-analyses of animal studies possible, to allow others to replicate and build on work previously published, diminish the number of animals needed in animal experimentation (reduction), improve animal welfare (refinement) and, above all, improve the quality of scientific papers on animal experimentation, this publication checklist needs to be used and followed. We have discussed and optimised this GSPC through feedback from interviews with experts in the field of animal experimentation. From these interviews, it became clear that scientists will adopt this GSPC when journals demand it. The GSPC was compared with the current instructions for authors from nine different journals, selected on the basis that they featured a high number of publications on animal studies. In general, the journals' demands for the description of the animal studies are so limited that it is not possible to repeat the studies, let alone carry out a systematic review. By using the GSPC for animal studies, the quality of scientific papers will be improved. The use of the GSPC and the concomitant improvement in the quality of scientific papers will also contribute to decreased variation and increased standardisation and, as a consequence, a reduction in the numbers of animals used and a more reliable outcome of animal studies. It is of major importance that journal editors become convinced of and adopt these recommendations, because only then will scientists follow these guidelines to the full extent.

**Document 102**
Quinn, Robert

**Cost: benefit evaluations for research protocols. Response: Pure ethical review.**
Lab animal 2010 May; 39(5): 133-4

**Document 103**
Langan, George; Theriault, Betty

**Cost: benefit evaluations for research protocols. Response: IACUC or granting agency.**
Lab animal 2010 May; 39(5): 134

**Document 104**
Gilbert, Natasha

**Crucial data on REACH not disclosed.**
Nature 2010 Apr 22; 464(7292): 1116-7

**Document 105**
Abbott, Alison

**Lab-animal battle reaches truce.**
Nature 2010 Apr 15; 464(7291): 964
Document 106
Lapin, B A
[Using laboratory primates in medical experiments].
Patologicheskaia fiziologiia i èksperimental'naia terapiia 2010 Apr-Jun(2): 3-6

Document 107
Sullivan, Kristie; Hill, Erin
Cooperation and coordination among scientists from cellular, molecular, and computational disciplines will not only complement, but will be essential to, such a shift.
Toxicology in vitro : an international journal published in association with BIBRA 2010 Apr ; 24(3): 1052

Document 108
Ringach, Dario; Miller, Greg
A civil conversation about animals in research. Interview by Greg Miller.
Science 2010 March 12; 327(5971): 1315
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Document 109
Giffhorn, Hélcio
Trends in animal experimentation.
Revista brasileira de cirurgia cardiovascular : órgão oficial da Sociedade Brasileira de Cirurgia Cardiovascular 2010 Mar; 25(1): 127-8; author reply 128

Document 110
Silla, Vanessa Carli Bones; de Oliveira Sans, Elaine Cristina; Molento, Carla Forte Maiolino
An estimation of the extent of animal use in research in Brazil, as determined by bibliographic sampling from journals published in the State of Paraná.
ATLA: Alternatives to Laboratory Animals 2010 March; 38(1): 29-37
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Laboratory animal science in China: current status and potential for adoption of Three R alternatives.
ATLA: Alternatives to Laboratory Animals 2010 March; 38(1): 53-69
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Pandit, J.J.; Handy, J.M.
Science, Anaesthesia and animal studies: what is ‘evidence’?
Anaesthesia 2010 March; 65(3): 223-226
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van der Worp, H. Bart; Howells, David W.; Sena, Emily S.; Porritt, Michelle J.; Rewell, Sarah; O'Collins, Victoria; Macleod, Malcom R.
Can animal models of disease reliably inform human studies?
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Conn, P Michael; Rantin, F T
Ethical research as the target of animal extremism: an international problem.
Brazilian journal of medical and biological research = Revista brasileira de pesquisas médicas e biológicas / Sociedade Brasileira de Biofísica ... [et al.] 2010 Feb; 43(2): 124-6

Abstract: Animal extremism has been increasing worldwide; frequently researchers are the targets of actions by groups with extreme animal rights agendas. Sometimes this targeting is violent and may involve assaults on family members or destruction of property. In this article, we summarize recent events and suggest steps that researchers can take to educate the public on the value of animal research both for people and animals.
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Weissmann, Gerald
Pulling the plug on anthrax research: wild horses and "The doctor's dilemma".
FASEB Journal 2010 February; 24(2): 333-336
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Bettauer, R.H.
**Abstract:** BACKGROUND: Chimpanzees have been widely used in hepatitis C virus (HCV) research, but their endangered status and high financial and ethical costs have prompted a closer review. METHODS: One hundred and nine articles published in 1998-2007 were analyzed for the number of chimpanzees involved, experimental procedures, objectives and other relevant issues. RESULTS: The articles described the use of 852 chimpanzees, but accounting for likely multiple uses, the number of individual chimpanzees involved here is estimated to be approximately 500. Most articles addressed immunology and inoculation studies. A significant portion of studies lasted for several months or years. Approximately one half of the individual chimpanzees were each used in 2-10 studies. CONCLUSIONS: Significant financial and scientific resources have been expended in these chimpanzee HCV studies. Discussion addresses troublesome questions presented by some of the reviewed articles, including statistical validity, repeatability, and biological relevance of this model. These concerns merit attention as future approaches to HCV research and research priorities are considered.
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**Document 117**

Guillen, Javier

The use of performance standards by AAALAC International to evaluate ethical review in European institutions.


**Abstract:** During the past several decades, society has become increasingly concerned about the welfare of animals used in research. Today, the public asks scientists to justify the use of research animals and to be accountable for their welfare. Research institutions, government bodies and other regulatory authorities have developed mechanisms to ensure that researchers follow the principles of the 3Rs and use and care for research animals in an ethical manner. Additionally, organizations such as the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International (AAALAC International) have developed voluntary programs that can help researchers to ensure that they are caring for research animals appropriately. The author discusses how AAALAC International uses performance standards to evaluate the ethical review processes of European institutions.
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**Document 118**

Dahiya, Punam; Ogden, Bryan E

Animal ethics in SIRS research.

Frontiers in bioscience (Scholar edition) 2010 January 1; 2: 5-10

**Abstract:** It is well recognized that animals play a vital role and are indispensable to scientific and medical research. Over the years, a number of non-animal procedures have been developed. However, despite all the advances in science, as yet, no system has been evolved which can completely replace a living system to conduct basic research. There is still a need to test food, drugs, medical devices, treatment regimes etc. on some animals before they can be tested and used (if found suitable) in human beings. Even the most sophisticated technology models have failed to mimic completely the complex cellular interactions occurring in a living system. The search for a complete alternative to animal research is still on and in the mean time we can all help play our part by conducting animal research in a humane and responsible fashion. This chapter discusses the ethical issues in animal research highlighting the need to use animals conscientiously.
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**Document 119**

Damy, Sueli Blanes; Camargo, Roberto Souza; Chammas, Rober; Figueiredo, Luiz Francisco Poli de

[Fundamental aspects on animal research as applied to experimental surgery]. = Aspectos fundamentais da experimentação animal - aplicações em cirurgia experimental.


**Abstract:** This study aimed to present the general principles for experiments performed on laboratory animals as required by international and national ethical committees on animal welfare. Compliance to these principles is a
prerequisite for publication in international journals. Details of genetic, sanitary and environmental standards, transportation, acclimation, environmental enrichment, appropriate education and training of all those involved in handling of live animals, information management strategy, biossecurity, diet, anesthesia, analgesia, postoperative care and euthanasia for Mus musculus (mice), Rattus norvegicus (rat), Oryctolagus cuniculus (rabbit) and Sus scropha domesticus (pig) combined with well planned biomedical research are fundamental to increase the accuracy, reproducibility and precision of the experimental results.
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Hobson-West, P.
The role of 'public opinion' in the UK animal research debate.
Journal of Medical Ethics 2010 January; 36(1): 46-9
Abstract: Animal research remains a deeply controversial topic in biomedical science. While a vast amount has been written about the ethical status of laboratory animals, far less academic attention has been devoted to the public and, more specifically, to public opinion. Rather than what the public think, this article considers the role of 'public opinion'. It draws on a recent empirical study which involved interviews with laboratory scientists who use animals in their research, and with other UK stakeholders. The first section of the paper demonstrates that public opinion has become a kind of resource in the animal research debate. Public opinion polls, in particular, are frequently cited. The second section explores this further and argues that, for all sides, appealing to public opinion is a key way to show legitimacy. Finally, the paper shifts gear to consider whether public opinion should matter, both for ethical reasoning and for science policy.
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Owiny, James; Ostmeyer, Denise
Response to Protocol Review Scenario: Get engaged.
Lab Animal 2010 January; 39(1): 7-8
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A questionable citation and appeal.
Lab Animal 2010 January; 39(1): 7
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Response to protocol review scenario: a word from USDA.
Lab Animal 2010 January; 39(1): 8
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*Response to protocol review scenario: lessons learned.*
Lab Animal 2010 January; 39(1): 9
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*Legislation, social licence and primate research.*
EMBO Reports 2010 January; 11(1): 9; author reply 10
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**Document 127**
Hobson-West, P.

*The role of 'public opinion' in the UK animal research debate.*
Journal of Medical Ethics 2010 January; 36(1): 46-49

**Abstract:** Animal research remains a deeply controversial topic in biomedical science. While a vast amount has been written about the ethical status of laboratory animals, far less academic attention has been devoted to the public and, more specifically, to public opinion. Rather than what the public think, this article considers the role of 'public opinion'. It draws on a recent empirical study which involved interviews with laboratory scientists who use animals in their research, and with other UK stakeholders. The first section of the paper demonstrates that public opinion has become a kind of resource in the animal research debate. Public opinion polls, in particular, are frequently cited. The second section explores this further and argues that, for all sides, appealing to public opinion is a key way to show legitimacy. Finally, the paper shifts gear to consider whether public opinion should matter, both for ethical reasoning and for science policy.

**Document 128**
Ferrari, Arianna; Coenen, Christopher; Grunwald, Armin; and Sauter, Arnold, eds.

*Eidgenössische Ethikkommission für die Biotechnologie im Ausserhumanbereich, EKAH ANIMAL ENHANCEMENT: NEUE TECHNISCHE MÖGLICHKEITEN UND ETHISCHE FRAGEN*
Call number: SF140 .B54 F47 2010

**Document 129**
Twine, Richard

*ANIMALS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY: ETHICS, SUSTAINABILITY AND CRITICAL ANIMAL STUDIES*
Call number: SF140 .B54 T85 2010
Dyeing to learn: the supply and use of companion animals in U.S. colleges and universities.

**Abstract:** Americans consider dogs and cats as household pets, but many are harmed and killed for teaching and training purposes, despite the availability of alternatives. A review of 92 U.S. public college and university Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) 2005-2007 records indicates that 52% are using live and dead dogs and cats, and 26% are using live dogs and cats in harmful teaching exercises in undergraduate life science, veterinary, and medical education. In specific cases, IACUCs are failing to minimize animal use and suffering in education as required by the Animal Welfare Act (AWA). Sources of dogs and cats for education include Class A and Class B dealers, and United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 2005-2007 inspections reveal repeated violations and inhumane treatment. Regardless, dealers continue to sell thousands of dogs and cats, many whom were former pets, annually to universities for use in education. A growing number of universities, however, are changing their policies and replacing harmful animal use with pedagogically sound alternatives.

Guidelines and ethical considerations for housing and management of psittacine birds used in research.

**Abstract:** The Psittaciformes are a large order of landbirds comprising over 350 species in about 83 genera. In 2009, 141 published studies implicated parrots as research subjects; in 31 of these studies, 483 individuals from 45 different species could be considered laboratory animals. Amazons and budgerigars were by far the most represented psittacine species. The laboratory research topics were categorized as either veterinary medicine and diagnostics (bacteriology, hematology, morphology, and reproduction; 45%) or behavioral and sensory studies (behavior, acoustics, and vision; 17%). Confinement of psittacine species for research purposes is a matter of concern as scientifically based species-specific housing guidelines are scarce. The aim of this article is to provide scientific information relevant to the laboratory confinement of Psittaciformes to promote the refinement of acquisition, housing, and maintenance practices of these birds as laboratory animals. We briefly discuss systematics, geographical distribution, legislation, and conservation status as background information on laboratory parrot confinement. The following section presents welfare concerns related to captive containment (including domestication status) and psittacine cognition. We then discuss considerations in the acquisition of laboratory parrots and review important management issues such as nutrition, zoonoses, housing, and environmental enrichment. The final section reviews indications of distress and compromised welfare.

An IACUC perspective on songbirds and their use in neurobiological research.
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